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InstructIons
To demonstrate this technique, I drew 

a simple leaf vine on a piece of sketch 

paper using a black permanent marker. 

(figure 1)

1. Download the Silhouette Studio® 

software to your computer.

2. To retain the details of each leaf and 

the vine in the sketch, use the white 

marker to draw bridges through each 

end of the leaves as well as through 

the vine. Without these bridges the 

cutter will only cut out the outer 

edge of the leaves.

3. Scan the drawn image into the 

computer as a jpg and save it to your 

computer’s desktop or photograph 

the image with your camera and 

download it into the computer. 

4. Drag the scanned image or photo 

into a new document in the 

Silhouette Studio software.

5. Click on the Trace Button or go to 

“Object” and then “Trace” to bring 

up the trace window.

6. Click on “Select Trace Area.” Use 

your mouse to move the cross hairs 

to the upper left area of the drawing. 

Click and drag the crosshairs across 

the drawing to select the entire 
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Materials
 
• Sketch paper

• Black permanent marker

• White water-based poster-paint 

marker (I used a Sharpie®.)

• Scanner or camera

• Computer

• Silhouette Electronic Cutter & 

Software

• Silhouette Cutting Mat

• Plastic stencil material such as 

transparency plastic, Dura-Lar™, or 

stencil plastic

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp and Lisa Chin

I love creating stencils from my own artwork and using them in my 
quilts and mixed-media projects. For serious stencil makers—and 
for serious fun!—try using an electronic cutter. No more tedious and 
dangerous cutting with a knife, this machine is accurate and fast.
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drawing. The drawing will have a 

gray shape around it, which can be 

adjusted using the square handles on 

each side.

7. De-select the High-Pass Filter and if 

your image turns completely yellow 

you are ready to trace. If not, click 

the Low-Pass Filter and adjust the 

levels until your image is completely 

yellow. Click the Trace icon 

(butterfly image) and the drawing 

will now have red lines around all of 

the edges.

8. Drag the drawing away from the red 

tracing lines to see the image that 

will be cut.

9. Take 1 piece of the stencil plastic 

and line it up on the Silhouette mat. 

Insert the mat into the Silhouette 

machine.

10. Click on “Silhouette” menu and then 

“Cut Settings” or on the Cut Settings 

icon.  

11. Select “Cut Edge” for Cut Style.

12. Select “Stencil Material” for 

“Material Type.” This will open up 

the “Editing: Stencil Material” menu 

and show the recommended setting 

for the blade, speed, and thickness. 

This will take some experimentation 

as each type of stencil plastic can 

cut differently. I recommend testing 

the settings before cutting the final 

stencil. I have found that a higher 

blade setting and slower speed help 

to cut most stencil plastics.

13. After you have found the correct 

settings, send the image to be cut.

Use the stencil with whatever media 

you wish. (figure 2) Enjoy creating with 

your own designs! 
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